
	

WEDDING IS MORE THAN A STRESSED HOUR IN A STUDIO

Did you ever dream about your special day, captured in hundreds of pictures ? Would you like to cross the 

borders of studio, capture your happiness in wonderful surroundings of nature ? Or maybe you are crazy 
enough to ride a motorbike in your white dress ? 

We are wedding photojournlists - first in Norway, members of both AG/WPJA and WPJA (Wedding 
Photojournalist Association) gathering the best wedding photojournalists in the world.

A whole day our cameras will be with you. One following the bride, the otherone following the groom. 

Result ? 400 pictures of real moments, pure emotions and true beauty caught by sencitive ``eye`` of our 
cameras.

Mail: thomas@littlewhitehousestudio.com
Tel:   00 47 406 13 114
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YOU DONT TAKE A PHOTOGRAPH. 
YOU ASK QUIETLY, TO BORROW IT......
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          WEDDING 
PHOTOJOURNALIST

A wedding 

photojournalist is a 

person who takes 

photographs during a 

wedding using an 

alternative approach 

where images are 

captured spontaneously 

to emphasize moments 

and emotion. Much like 

photojournalists for the 

media, wedding 

photojournalists present 

the story of the day 

through their 

photographs. A wedding 

photojournalist typically 

shoots images quickly 

using available light or 

on-camera flash rather 

than using traditional, 

formal posing techniques 

and studio lights. The 

phrase wedding 

photojournalist has been 

in vogue for at least 10 

years and has now 

become almost 

synonymous with normal 

wedding photography.

Sokrates` Workshop 

cover your day with a 

female-photographer who 

follows the bride, and a 

male-photographer to 

follow the groom.
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Pure emotions             Timeless

         WHY US ?

Absolutely no posing. Just real 

moments and pure emotion.

No digital gimmickry. Just simple, 

classical photography that will survive 

the test of time.

You will recieve every image we take 

(at least 250) on dvd as standard. 

Picturebooks, digital books, boxed 

prints etc. are an optional extra.

Simple a la carte pricing. You are not 

locked into any packages or have to 

purchase what you don`t need.

All equipment is backed up three 

times. Fully insured as well. Nothing 

left to chance.

Member of WPJA, Wedding 

Photojournalist Association which 

depends entirely on our quality to 

meet their high standard of inclusion.

 Sokrates` Workshop Ltd.
Lille Fauskanger
5314 Kjerrgarden

Norway

tel: + 47 406 13 114
mail: thomas@littlewhitehousestudio.com

    Real moments
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